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SOLENT COLLABORATIVE AIRSPACE TRIAL 1 AUGUST-16 OCTOBER 2016

1 Year on year, the number of infringements of controlled airspace in the United Kingdom (UK) is rising and is currently numbering
circa 1,000 per annum; an airspace infringement is occurring on average once every 5 daylight hours. In order to reduce the
number of infringements of controlled airspace, the UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) is working closely with a number of airports,
their Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSP) and UK flying organisations to introduce new mitigations. Infringements of
controlled airspace are a serious aviation risk which results in a reduction of controlled airspace efficiency by:

(a) Increasing the workload of air traffic controllers and complexity of the controlling task;

(b) Increasing the workload of IFR pilots at critical stages of flight when cockpit workload is increasing or at its highest point;

(c) Increasing Air Traffic Management and airport delays.

2 Whilst the use of listening squawks (Frequency Monitoring Codes) has played a key role in helping to mitigate some of the risks
from such infractions, the rising trend in numbers is unacceptable and further measures are required to ensure that, through a 
proportionate regulatory approach, a reduction of the number of infringements is secured. Of all the volumes of controlled airspace
in the UK, the Southampton Control Zone (CTR) and Solent Control Areas (CTA) are subject to most airspace infringements;
in 2015 there were 125 infringements of this airspace. As such the CAA is sponsoring a Collaborative Airspace Trial between the
ANSP and pilots, in collaboration with General Aviation organisations, around the Southampton CTR and Solent CTA with the 
aim of reducing airspace infringements in that area.

3 This trial is one of several infringement mitigation and prevention measures sponsored by the CAA as a proportionate approach 
to try and change behaviours before any consideration of structural additions to the airspace such as Transponder and/or Radio 
Mandatory Zones1. Success will be measured by a reduction in the number of airspace infringements of the Southampton CTR 
and Solent CTA whilst having as minimal impact as possible on the operation of all aircraft, commercial and General Aviation,
 within the designated area. It is hoped that during the trial suitably equipped aircraft will participate. There is no obligation to 
participate, but the CAA will take into account the participation of any aircraft involved in an infringement of Controlled Airspace 
during the trial, and those participating can expect a more sympathetic process than those who do not.

Note 1As detailed in SERA.6005 Requirements for communications and SSR transponder.

4 Between 1 August and 16 October 2016, the basis of the trial is that within the volume of Class G airspace depicted in Chart 1
and defined by the points listed in Table 1, pilots of all aircraft are expected, as a minimum, to:

(a) Radio and Transponder Equipped Aircraft. Select the listening squawk 0011 with, where equipped Mode C (ALT) and
listen-out on 120.225 MHz;

(b) Radio Equipped but Non-transponder Equipped Aircraft. Call Solent Radar on 120.225 MHz stating only the callsign,
position and altitude of the aircraft; no additional details are required unless requested. Acknowledgment of this call does
not amount to the provision of a Basic Service. Although aircraft are not under a Basic Service, pilots are to report leaving
the frequency such that Solent Radar is able to maintain accurate traffic awareness;

(c) Non-radio/Non-transponder Equipped Aircraft. Pilots of these aircraft should operate as normal and planning to
remain clear of controlled airspace unless previously negotiated with ATC.
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TABLE 1

504529N 0011725W Cowes Harbour

505302N 0005800W NE Havant

505836N 0005856W Butser Hill VRP

510648N 0010232W Four Marks

511032N 0012021W A303 (Bullington Cross)

510128N 0013420W Lockerley Gas Venting Site

505442N 0013925W Stoney Cross VRP

504229N 0013301W Hurst Castle VRP

504529N 0011725W Cowes Harbour

CHART 1

5 Within the area depicted in Chart 1, pilots requesting a Traffic or Deconfliction Service are to state this on initial contact. Pilots of
aircraft not in communication with another ANSP and freecalling in this area requesting a transit of controlled airspace shall use
phraseology in accordance with CAP 413 and remain outside controlled airspace until in receipt of a crossing/entry clearance.
Notwithstanding paragraph 4, a pilot of an aircraft requiring a Basic Service outside controlled airspace may still contact Solent
Radar on 120.225MHz and request this service on initial contact.

6 This trial is not intended to affect planned traffic routes around the Southampton CTR and Solent CTA. As such pilots are not
expected to avoid the trial area which could potentially creating higher volumes of traffic operating around the edge of the area
thereby forming choke points between other airspace structures or taking more air traffic overhead aerodromes such as Popham
and Lasham (which should be avoided in accordance with good airmanship).
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Pilots operating in the portion of Class G airspace over the Isle of Wight, within the area bounded by the points in Table 2, and 
depicted on Chart 1 by the area to the north of the dotted line and the hatched line immediately to the north, who do not 
require a Traffic or Deconfliction Service are expected to select the squawk 0011and listen-out on 120.225 MHz.
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9 Lee-on-Solent Aerodrome. Due to the proximity of the aerodrome at Lee-on-Solent to the edge of controlled airspace, pilots
operating in the Lee-on-Solent visual circuit should squawk 4306 for conspicuity and to enhance the situational awareness of
controllers. When inbound to Lee-on-Solent or Fleetlands, aircraft leaving the Solent Rader frequency (either having received a
service or monitoring the frequency)and selecting Lee Radio or Fleetlands Information are to select transponder code 4306 prior
to joining the visual circuit ; as a guide this should be done at any of the following locations: Calshot, Cowes, Spinnaker Tower or
when crossing the M27.On leaving the visual circuit, and once it is safe to do so, pilots should operate in accordance with
Paragraph 4.

10 Other Aerodromes. Pilots of aircraft operating within the visual circuits of other aerodromes that lie within the Collaborative Trial
Area are, if able, to squawk 7000 (or as directed by Air Traffic Control). On leaving the visual circuit, and once it is safe to do so,
pilots should operate in accordance with Paragraph 4.

11 Gliders operating from Lasham, Parham and Lee-on-Solent. Gliders operating from Lasham, Lee-on-Solent, and Parham
with turning points along the edge of the Solent Collaborative Trial Area are not required to comply with Paragraph 4 during
manoeuvres at these points which may result in flight within the Trial Area. Furthermore, during gliding competitions, gliders are
not required to comply with paragraph 4 when using turning points within the Solent Collaborative Trial Area which have been
notified to Solent Radar by the Competition Organiser.

LOWER AIRSPACE RADAR SERVICE

12 Outside the area depicted in Chart 1, pilots should use the areas in Chart 2 (and described in Table 3) when deciding the 

most appropriate unit to contact in the event that a radar service is required.

CHART 2
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LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS8

These procedures do not override any local Letters of Agreement/ Memorandum of Understanding that may be in place between 
Solent Radar and adjacent aerodromes. As such when a pilot is in receipt of a service from another ATSU within the area 
depicted in Chart 1, transfer to Solent Radar may or may not be required in accordance with agreed ATC procedures. Pilots 
should comply with any frequency/squawk change instructions issued by these ATSUs.

TABLE 2

503435N 0011753W St Catherine’s Point VRP

505302N 0005800W NE Havant

504529N 0011725W Cowes Harbour

504229N 0013301W Hurst Castle VRP

503435N 0011753W St Catherine’s Point VRP



TABLE 3

Demarcation Unit Frequency Notes

South and West of a line be- Bournemouth 119.475 MHz Listening Squawk 0011 if no
tween Stoney Cross and Hurst radar service required
Castle

Line to North and West of Boscombe Down 126.700 MHz
Stoney Cross and west of the
alignment of the A34

East of Area in Chart 1 and east Farnborough (LARSWest) 125.250 MHz
of the alignment of the A34

13 Further enquiries of the CAA’s measures to reduce airspace infringements within the United Kingdom can be made to Mr R E J
Gratton, Principal Airspace Regulator and Chair of the CAA’s joint Airspace Infringement Working Group, Safety and Airspace
Regulation Group, Telephone 020-7453 6586.
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